
Boulder, Colorado, May 13th, 2021 – Stages® Cycling, LLC is launching a global partnership with
Sindro, the simplest fitness studio management software, to offer studios a full integration with
StagesStudio™ group fitness software and the StagesStudio Now™ app for at-home members.
Memberships and member data are seamlessly communicated between platforms, allowing
studios to offer in-person memberships, virtual-only memberships, or both at different price tiers.

The Sindro Platform is an intuitive, all-in-one technology that simplifies running your business,
building your fitness community, and attracting new members. Sindro is built by gym owners, for
gym owners.

The Stages Cycling and Sindro integration will allow owners to run data driven classes in their
studios, whether in a cycling class or training with a HR monitor. Studio owners and instructors
conduct class management within Sindro, simplifying the process of creating schedules,
assigning specific bikes or spots to members, checking people into class, and accepting
payments. All scheduling and member reservation information is synced with StagesStudio for a
seamless experience for both the instructor and members before, during and after class, with no
duplicate work or actions required. Sindro also makes it easy for studio owners to track their
business data and provide a more engaging member experience.

Through the Sindro platform, members of the studio can also pick bikes and manage their class
data right from the Sindro App. Members will have full access to their Stages workout data on
one user-friendly dashboard within Sindro.

Stages Cycling is the global leader in indoor cycling studio bikes, trusted by the world’s top
operators. The Stages Power meter is the benchmark in honest and accurate direct power
measurement for indoor cycling, developed and refined in professional racing. StagesStudio
group fitness software brings the power meter data to life, for members to see their work on
group display and receive workout analytics in their email. Riders see measured improvement
as they ride to their optimal training level in power based classes or work to match a prescribed
RPM in rhythm classes.

Sindro is the simplest fitness studio management software on the market. They currently work
with boutique studios and fitness centers to help simplify their workflow and provide a
user-friendly software experience for studio owners and members alike.

For more information, please contact sales@stagesindoorcycling.com.
https://www.stagesindoorcycling.com/stagesstudio
https://www.sindro.io/stages
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